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Abstract
We compute the weights, i.e. the values at the minimal idempotents, for the Markov
trace on the Hecke algebra of type Bn and type Dn. In order to prove the weight
formula, we define representations of the Hecke algebra of type B onto a reduced
Hecke Algebra of type A. To compute the weights for type D we use the inclusion of
the Hecke algebra of type D into the Hecke algebra of type B.
Introduction
The Hecke algebra of type Bn, Hn(q, Q), is semisimple whenever Q 6= −q
k, k ∈ {0,±1, . . .±
(n − 1)}, and q is not a root of unity. The simple components are indexed by pairs of
Young diagrams. Alternatively, these Hecke algebras can be defined as a finite dimensional
quotient of the group algebra of the braid group of type B. Motivated by their study of link
invariants related to the braid group of type B, Geck and Lambropolou [GL] have defined
certain linear traces on the Hecke algebra of type B called Markov traces. Their definition
is given inductively.
In this paper we give an alternative way of computing this trace. Since the Hecke algebra
of type B is semisimple, any linear trace can be written as a weighted linear combination
of the irreducible characters (the usual trace). The coefficients in this linear expression are
called weights. The weights are equal to the values of the trace at the minimal idempotents.
Since the characters are known, it follows that the weights completely determine the trace.
The weights are also indexed by pairs of Young diagrams.
We have found the weight formula for the Markov trace defined by Geck and Lambropolou
[GL] for the Hecke algebra of type B. The weight formula can be written as a product of
Schur functions. To prove this formula we construct a homomorphism from the specialization
of the Hecke algebra of type B, Hn(q,−q
r1+m), onto a reduced Hecke algebra of type A. Using
this homomorphism we obtain that the Markov trace of the Hecke algebra of type B appears
as a pullback of the Markov trace of the reduced Hecke algebra of type A.
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A consequence of the above mentioned homomorphism is the existence of a duality be-
tween the quantum group Uq(sl(r)) and the specialized Hecke algebra Hn(q, Q).
In order to find the weights for the Hecke algebra of type D we use the results of Hoefsmit
[H] on the inclusion of the Hecke algebra of type D into the Hecke algebra of type B. We
also use the results of Geck [G] on obtaining Markov traces of the Hecke algebra of type D
from those of type B.
In a future paper we will use the weight formula to determine the structure of a certain
quotient of the Hecke algebra at roots of unity. This quotient of the Hecke algebras is
important in the theory of von Neumann algebras since they provide examples of subfactors
of the hyperfinite II1 factor.
This paper is organized as follows. In the first section we give some background definitions
for partitions and Schur functions. We also define the braid groups of type A and type B;
and we give representations of the braid group of type B into the braid group of type A. In
the second section we define the Hecke Algebra of type B. We also define the right coset
representatives and distinguished double coset representatives of Hn(q, Q) in Hn−1(q, Q)
which are needed in the later sections.
In the third section we show that the representations given in section 1 for braid groups
can be extended to well-defined representations of the Hecke algebra of type B onto a reduced
algebra of type A. In the fourth section we define the Markov trace and quote some of the
results from [GL] which are relevant in our quest. In the fifth section we prove the weight
formula. In the last section derive the weights for the Hecke algebra of type D from the
weights for the Hecke algebra of type B.
Acknowledgments: This paper is a part of my Ph.D. thesis at University of California, San
Diego. I would like to thank my advisor Hans Wenzl for all the encouragement, for teaching
me so much mathematics and for all the useful suggestions.
1 Preliminaries and Notation
Let F be a field of characteristic 0. The algebra of n × n matrices over F is denoted by
Mn(F ) = Mn. Let A ⊂ B be an inclusion of semisimple algebras. Then A =
⊕m
i=1Ai and
B =
⊕l
j=1Bj , with Ai
∼= Mai , Bj
∼= Mbj and ai, bj ∈ N.
Since a simple Bj module is also an A module, it can be decomposed into a direct sum of
simple A modules. Let gij be the number of simple Ai modules in this decomposition. The
matrix G = (gij) is called the inclusion matrix for A ⊂ B. This matrix can be conveniently
described by an inclusion diagram. This is a graph with vertices arranged in 2 lines. In one
line, the vertices are in 1−1 correspondence with the simple summands Ai of A, in the other
one with summands Bj of B. Then a vertex corresponding to Ai is joined with a vertex
corresponding to Bj by gij edges. This is known as the Bratteli diagram.
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A trace is a linear funtional tr : B → F such that tr(ab) = tr(ba) for all a, b ∈ B.
Recall that tr is nondegenerate if for any b ∈ B, b 6= 0, there is some b′ ∈ B such that
tr(bb′) 6= 0. There is up to scalar multiples only one trace on Mn(F ). Any trace tr on
B =
⊕
Bj is completely determined by a vector ~t = (tj), where tj = tr(pj) and pj is a
minimal idempotent of Bj . The vector ~t is called the weight vector of tr. In a similar
manner we can characterize a trace on A by a weight vector ~s = (si). The weight vectors ~t
and ~s are related as follows:
G~t = ~s.
1.1 Partitions and Standard Tableaux
A partition of n is a sequence of positive numbers α = (α1, . . . , αk) such that α1 ≥ α2 ≥
. . . ≥ αk ≥ 0 and n = |α| = α1 + α2 + . . . + αk. The αi’s are called the parts of α, and the
number of nonzero parts of α is called the length of α, denoted by l(α). If we say l(α) ≤ r1,
then we we will mean that there are s ≤ r1 nonzero parts and the remaining r1− s are equal
to zero. We use the notation α ⊢ n to mean α is a partition of n.
A Young diagram is a pictorial representation of a partition α as an array of n boxes
with α1 boxes in the first row, α2 boxes in the second row, and so on. We count the rows
from top to bottom. We shall denote the Young diagram and the partitions by the same
symbol α. We use the word shapes interchangeably with the word partitions. The set of all
partitions of n is denoted by Λn.
If α and β are two partitions with |α| ≤ |β|, then we write α ⊂ β if αi ≤ βi for all i. In
this case we say that α is contained in β. If α ⊂ β then the set-theoretic difference β − α is
called a skew diagram, α/β.
A standard tableaux of shape α is a filling of the boxes with numbers 1, 2, . . . , n such that
the numbers in each row increase from left to right and in every column from top to bottom.
The notation tα will be used to denote a standard tableaux of shape α. We say tα ⊂ tβ if tα
is obtained by removing appropriate boxes from tβ , i.e. the numbers 1, 2, . . . , |α| are in the
same boxes of both in tα and in tβ . In this case we say that tα is contained in tβ.
A double partition of size n, (α, β), is an ordered pair of partitions α and β such that
|α| + |β| = n. The length of a double partition is l(α, β) = l(α) + l(β). A double partition
can be associated with a pair of Young diagrams. The set of all pairs of Young diagrams
with n boxes is denoted by ΛDn . We write as for single partitions (α, β) ⊂ (δ, γ) if αi ≤ δi
and βj ≤ γj for all i and j. That is, (α, β) is obtained from (δ, γ) by removing appropriate
boxes of (δ, γ), or equivalently (α, β) is contained in (δ, γ).
t(α,β) = (tα, tβ) is a pair of standard tableaux if the arrangement of the numbers is in
increasing order in the rows and columns of both tα and tβ . For any double partition (α, β),
let T(α,β) denote the set of standard tableaux of shape (α, β) and Tn denote the set of all pairs
of tableaux with n boxes. For example, the diagram below is a pair of standard tableaux of
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shape ([2, 1, 1], [3, 2])
1
2
4
6 3
5
7
8
9( , )
Figure 1
We say that a box in (α, β) has coordinates (i, j) if the box is in the i-th row and j-th
column of either α or β. Two boxes in (α, β) can have the same coordinates if they occur
in the same box in α as in β; for instance, the left-top-most box in α and the left-top-most
box in β both have coordinates (1, 1).
The following observation will be used throughout the sequel. Form, r1, n ∈ N, letm > n
and r1 > n. Consider a pair of Young diagrams (α, β) with n boxes. We construct from the
pair (α, β) a Young diagram µ with mr1 + n boxes by adjoining a rectangular box with r1
rows and m columns, as in Figure 2. The diagram described corresponds to the following
partition:
µ = (m+ α1, m+ α2, . . . , m+ αr1 , β1, β2, . . . , βr2)
Observation: Let n, m, and r1 be as above. Let [m
r1 ] ⊢ f . Then there is a 1-1 correspon-
dence between pairs of Young diagrams with n boxes and Young diagrams containing [mr1 ]
with n + f boxes. ✛ ✲m
✻
❄
r1
α
β
Figure 2
µ→
1.2 Schur Functions
For details and proofs on the results mentioned in this subsection we refer the reader to [M]
Ch.I, sec. 3. Suppose x1, x2, . . . xr is a finite set of variables. For some partition α we set
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xα = xα11 . . . x
αr
r . Let δ = [r − 1, r − 2, . . . , 1, 0]. We define the following determinant.
aα+δ = det(x
λj+r−j
i )
This determinant is divisible in Z[x1, . . . , xr] by the Vandermonde determinant which is
given by
aδ = det(x
r−j
i ).
Then the symmetric Schur function is defined as follows:
sα(x1, . . . , xr) =
aα+δ
aδ
.
Take xi = q
i−1 (1 ≤ i ≤ r). If λ is a partition of length ≤ r, we have
sα(1, q, . . . , q
r−1) = qn(α)
∏
1≤i<j≤r
1− qαi−αj+j−i
1− qj−i
(1)
where n(α) =
∑l(α)
i=1 (i− 1)αi. We define the following Schur function as a normalization of
equation (1):
sα,r(q) =
sα(1, q, . . . , q
r−1)
s[1](1, q, . . . , qr−1)|α|
= qn(α)
∏
1≤i<j≤r
(1− q)(1− qαi−αj+j−i)
(1− qr)(1− qj−i)
Notice that sα,r(q) = 0 whenever l(α) > r. Also if χ
α(q) denotes the character of a matrix
in Gl(r) with eigenvalues q(−r+1)/2, q(−r+3)/2, . . . , q(r−1)/2 and if the number of boxes in α is
n, sα,r(q) = χ
α(q)/(χ[1](q))n.
Let r = r1 + r2; then the Schur function for µ = [m + α1, . . . , m + αr1 , β1, . . . , βr2 ] is
given by
sµ,r(q) = q
n(µ)
∏
1≤i<j≤r
(1− q)(1− qµi−µj+j−i)
(1− qr)(1− qj−i)
. (2)
After some rearrangement of equation (2) we get the following equation for the Schur function
of µ:
sµ,r(q) = q
mr1(r1−1)/2+r1|β|(
1− q
1− qr
)|µ|sα(1, q, . . . , q
r1−1)sβ(1, q, . . . , q
r2−1)
r1∏
i=1
r2∏
j=1
1− qm+r1+αi−βj+j−i
1− qr1+j−i
. (3)
The expression of this Schur function in (3) is useful in the proof of the weight formula!
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1.3 The Braid Group
The braid group of type A, Bn(A), can be defined algebraically by generators σ˜1, σ˜2, . . . , σ˜n−1
and relations
σ˜iσ˜j = σ˜j σ˜i if |i− j| > 1, (4)
σ˜iσ˜i+1σ˜i = σ˜i+1σ˜iσ˜i+1 if 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2 (5)
Similarly we can define the braid group of type B, Bn(B), by generators t, σ1, σ2, . . . , σn−1
and defining relations given by equations (4) and (5) and
σ1tσ1t = tσ1tσ1 (6)
tσi = tσi if i > 1. (7)
Below we illustrate the generator σ˜i ∈ Bn(A), the full-twist ∆
2
3 ∈ B3(A), and the gener-
ators t, σi ∈ Bn(B).
1
q q q ❊
❊
❊
❊❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
i
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
i+1
q q q
n
σ˜i
❉
1
❉
2
❉
3
✭✭✭
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉❉
✭✭✭
❉❉❉
❉
❉
❉
✭✭✭
❉
❉❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
∆23
1
✘✘✘❍
❍
2
q q q
n
t
1
q q q ❊
❊
❊
❊❊
i
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
i+1
❊
❊
❊
❊
q q q
n
σi
Figure 3
In general, the full-twist ∆2f in f strings, is an element in the center of Bf(A). Alge-
braically, ∆2f = (σ˜f−1 . . . σ˜1)
f . We now define a map from the generators of Bn(B) into
Bf+n(A). We call the map ρ˜f,n, and we define the image of the generators of Bn(B) as
follows: ρ˜f,n(t) = ∆
−2
f ∆
2
f+1 and ρ˜f,n(σi) = σ˜f+i for i = 1, . . . , n. Pictorially, we have the
following:
q q q
✥✥✥
✥✥✥
❍
q q q
❍
∆−2
f
∆2
f+1
1 2 f f+1
q q q
q q q
f+2 f+n
✟✟
✟
❍
❍
q q q
q q q
1 2 n
✲ρ˜f,n
t
q q q
❊
❊
❊
❊
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆✆
❊
❊
❊
❊❊
q q q ✲ρ˜f,n
1 i i+1 n
σi
q q q
❊
❊
❊
❊
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆✆
❊
❊
❊
❊❊
q q q
f+n1 f+i+1f+i
σ˜f+i
Figure 4
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Proposition 1.1 Let n, f ∈ N and ρ˜f,n be as defined above for the generators of Bn(B).
Then ρ˜f,n is a well-defined group homomorphism.
Proof: It suffices to prove that ρ˜f,n preserves the relations of Bn(B). It is convenient
to express ρ˜f,n(t) = σ˜f . . . σ˜2σ˜
2
1 σ˜2 . . . σ˜f . Relations (4),(5) and (7) follow immediately from
the definition of ρ˜f,n and the definition of Bn(A). To show that (6) holds we will use the
commuting property of the full-twist.
σf+1∆
2
f+1∆
−2
f σf+1∆
2
f+1∆
−2
f = ∆
2
f+2∆
−2
f+1∆
2
f+1∆
−2
f = ∆
2
f+1∆
−2
f σf+1∆
2
f+1∆
−2
f σf+1.
It might be easier to see that this relation holds from the picture, see figure 5. This completes
the proof. 
q q q
✥✥✥
✥✥✥
q q q
❍
❍
✥✥✥
✥✥
q q q
❍
❍
q q q
1 f f+1 f+2 f+3 f+n
σ˜f+1∆
−2
f
∆2
f+1
σ˜f+1∆
−2
f
∆2
f+1
=
q q q
✥✥✥
✥✥
q q q
❍
❍
✥✥✥
✥✥✥
q q q
❍
❍
q q q
1 f f+1 f+2 f+3 f+n
∆−2
f
∆2
f+1
σ˜f+1∆
−2
f
∆2
f+1
σ˜f+1
Figure 5
Corollary 1.2 The representations ρf,n can be extended in a natural way to representations
of the corresponding braid group algebras.
2 Hecke Algebra of type Bn
In this context, we will mean by the Hecke algebra Hn(q, Q) of type Bn the free complex
algebra with 1 and generators t, g1, g2, . . . , gn−1 and parameters q, Q ∈ C with defining
relations
(H1) gigi+1gi = gi+1gigi+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2;
(H2) gigj = gjgi, whenever | i− j |≥ 2;
(H3) g2i = (q − 1)gi + q for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1;
(H4) t2 = (Q− 1)t+Q;
(H5) tg1tg1 = g1tg1t;
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(H6) tgi = git for i ≥ 2.
Note that for q = 1 and Q = 1, (H3) and (H4) become g2i = 1 and t
2 = 1, respectively. In
this case the generators satisfy exactly the same relations as a set of simple reflections of the
hyperoctahedral group, Hn. It is known that Hn(q, Q) ∼= CHn (the group algebra of Hn) if
q is not a root of unity and Q 6= −qs for −n < s < n. CHn is semisimple since it is a finite
complex group algebra. This implies that Hn(q, Q) is semisimple for generic values of q and
Q. Furthermore the simple modules are in 1-1 correspondence with double partitions. Their
decomposition rule and their dimensions are the same as for Hn. [See Bourbarki, Groups et
algebres de Lie IV, V, VI]
Hoefsmit, in [H], has written down explicit irreducible representations of Hn(q, Q) for
each pair of Young diagrams. This demonstrates that dimension over C(q, Q) of Hn(q, Q) is
2nn!. Let V(α,β) be an Hn(q, Q) module then we have the following restriction rule:
V(α,β)
∣∣∣
Hn−1(q,Q)
∼=
⊕
(α,β)′⊂(α,β)
V(α,β)′ , (8)
where (α, β)′ is the double partition obtained from (α, β) by subtracting one from one
of the parts. This isomorphism follows from the bijection t(α,β) → t(α,β)
′
of T(α,β) and⋃
(α,β)′⊂(α,β) T(α,β)′ , where t
(α,β)′ is the pair of standard tableaux obtained by removing the
box containing n. Moreover, π(n) =
⊕
(α,β)⊢n π(α,β) is a faithful representation of Hn(q, Q).
Note that (H1) and (H2) are the defining relations for the braid group Bn(A). So repre-
sentations of Hn(q, Q) also yield in particular representations of Bn(A). Obviously we also
obtain representations of the braid group of type B.
The Hecke algebras satisfies the following embedding of algebras H0 ⊂ H1 ⊂ H2 ⊂ · · ·
We shall denote
H∞(q, Q) :=
⋃
n≥0
Hn(q, Q)
Observe that (H3) and (H4) imply that t and gi have at most 2 eigenvalues each, hence
also at most 2 projections corresponding to these eigenvalues.
Right and Double Coset Representatives
The fact that q is invertible in C(q, Q) implies that the generators gi are also invertible
in Hn(q, Q). In fact, the inverse of the generators is given by
g−1i = q
−1gi + (q
−1 − 1)1 ∈ Hn(q, Q)
This implies that the following element is well-defined in Hn(q, Q): t
′
i = gi · · · g1tg
−1
1 · · · g
−1
i .
We use this elements to define the set Dn as a subset ofHn(q, Q). If n = 1, we let D1 := {1, t}.
For n ≥ 2 we have
Dn := {1, gn−1, t
′
n−1}.
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Also the set of right coset representatives of Hn−1(q, Q) in Hn(q, Q) is given as follows:
Rn := {1, t
′
n−1, gn−1gn−2 . . . gn−k, gn−1gn−2 . . . gn−kt
′
n−k−1 (1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1)}.
Note that R1 = {1, t}. The elements {r1r2 . . . rn|ri ∈ Ri} form a C(q, Q)-basis of Hn(q, Q),
see [GL].
3 Representations of the Hecke algebra of type B onto
a Reduced Hecke Algebra of type A
In this section we will show that for a specialization of the Hecke algebra of type B, we have
a homomorphism onto a reduced Hecke algebra of type A. Before we prove this assertion we
introduce some necessary background.
In this section we assume that for a fixed integer n and m, r1 ∈ N we have m > n and
r1 > n. For these integers we choose λ = [m
r1 ]. Then as we observed in Section 1, there
is a one-to-one correspondence between double partitions of n and partitions of n + mr1
containing λ. Once we choose λ we fix a standard tableau tλ. We also assume throughout
that q is not a root of unity.
The representations of Hn(q, Q) defined by Hoefsmit, (see [H]), depend on rational func-
tions with denominators (Qqd + 1) where d ∈ {0,±1, . . . ,±(n − 1)}. So if Q = −qr1+m
then 1 − qr1+m+d 6= 0 as long as d 6= −(r1 + m), which implies that all representations
of Hn(q,−q
r1+m) are well-defined as long as r1 + m > n. Thus the specialized algebra,
Hn(q,−q
r1+m) is well-defined and semisimple.
3.1 The Hecke Algebra of type A
By the Hecke algebra of type An−1, Hn(q), we mean the free complex algebra with generators
g˜1, . . . , g˜n−1 and 1 with parameter q ∈ C and defining relations
(H˜1) g˜ig˜i+1g˜i = g˜i+1g˜ig˜i+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2;
(H˜2) g˜ig˜j = g˜j g˜i, whenever | i− j |≥ 2;
(H˜3) g˜2i = (q − 1)g˜i + q for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1;
Hn(q) is semisimple whenever q is not a root of unity. If µ ⊢ n, then (πµ, Vµ) denotes the irre-
ducible representation of Hn(q) indexed by µ. Here Vµ is the vector space with orthonormal
basis given by {vtµ} where t
µ is a standard tableau of shape µ. These representations can be
considered as q-analogs of Young’s orthogonal representations of the Symmetric group (see
[H] or [W1]). We now describe these representations in more detail.
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Let d(tµ, i) = c(i+ 1)− c(i)− r(i+ 1) + r(i) where c(i) and r(i) denote respectively, the
column and row of the box containing the number i, and for d ∈ Z \ {0} let
ad(q) =
qd(1− q)
1− qd
and cd(q) =
√
(1− qd+1)(1− qd−1)
1− qd
.
Then one defines πµ on the vector space Vµ by
πµ(g˜i)vtµ = ad(q)vtµ + cd(q)vg˜i(tµ)
where d = d(tµ, i) and g˜i(t
µ) is the tableau obtained by interchanging i and i+1 in tµ. This
representation follows from the ones defined in [W1] by setting πµ(g˜i) = (q+1)πµ(ei)−IdVµ ,
where ei is the eigenprojection corresponding to the characteristic value q of g˜i. More-
over πn =
⊕
µ⊢n πµ is a faithful representation of Hn(q). Thus we have that Hn(q)
∼=⊕
µ⊢n πµ(Hn(q)), where πµ(Hn(q))
∼= Mfµ and Mfµ is the ring of complex f
µ × fµ matrices,
and fµ is the number of standard tableaux of shape µ.
If µ is a partition of n then denote by µ′ the partition obtained by decreasing one part
of µ by one; and µ′′ is obtained by decreasing one part of µ′ by one. Let tµ be a standard
tableau of shape µ, then tµ → (tµ)′ defines a bijection between Tµ and
⋃
µ′⊂µ Tµ′ , where (t
µ)′
is the Young tableau obtained by removing the box containing n from tµ. This in turn yields
the following isomorphism of modules
Vµ
∣∣∣
Hn−1(q)
∼=
⊕
µ′⊂µ
Vµ′. (9)
A special element in Hf(q) is the full-twist defined algebraically by ∆
2
f := (g˜f−1 . . . g˜1)
f .
The full-twist is an element in the center of Hf(q). The action of ∆
2
f on (πν , Vν) is described
in the following lemma, the proof of which appears in [W2], pg. 261.
Lemma 3.1 Let ν ⊢ f . Then the full-twist acts by a scalar αν on the irreducible represen-
tation (πν , Vν) of Hf(q) where
αν = q
f(f−1)−
∑
i<j(νi+1)νj .
3.2 A Homomorphism of Hn(q,−q
r1+m) onto a reduced algebra of
Hn+f(q)
In ([W1], Cor. 2.3) Wenzl defined a special set of minimal idempotents of Hf(q) indexed by
the standard tableaux. The sum of these idempotents is 1. These minimal idempotents are
well-defined whenever Hf(q) is semisimple.
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If p ∈ Hf (q) is an idempotent then the reduced algebra of Hf (q) is pHf(q)p := {pap | a ∈
Hf(q)}. Let λ ⊢ f and t
λ be a standard tableau of shape λ. Then ptλ is the minimal
idempotent indexed by tλ. Thus, the reduced algebra decomposes as follows:
ptλHn+f(q)ptλ ∼=
⊕
λ⊂µ,
µ⊢n+f
πµ(ptλ)πµ(Hn+f(q))πµ(ptλ).
Notice that if µ is a partition of n + f and µ does not contain λ then πµ(ptλ) is the zero
matrix. In particular, if we choose λ to be rectangular, we have that the reduced algebra
ptλHf+1(q)ptλ has only two nonzero irreducible modules indexed by partitions [m+1, m
r1−1]
and [mr1 , 1], since these are the only partitions of f + 1 which contain λ.
Recall that in Section 1 we showed that there is a homomorphism ρ˜f,n from the braid
group Bn(B) into the braid group Bf+n(A). In what follows we will show that it is possible
to extend ρ˜f,n to a homomorphism of the corresponding Hecke algebras.
Lemma 3.2 For a fixed integer n and m, r1 ∈ N, let m > n and r1 > n. Set f = mr1
and assume λ = [mr1 ] and γ = [mr1 , 1]. Let αλ and αγ be as in Lemma 3.1. Choose a
minimal idempotent ptλ in Hf(q). We define a map ρf,n for the generators of Hn(q,−q
r1+m)
as follows:
ρf,n(1) = ptλ , ρf,n(t) = −
αλ
αγ
ptλ∆
−2
f ∆
2
f+1 and ρf,n(gi) = ptλ g˜i+f
for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, (see Figure 6 for a pictorial definition). Then ρf,n extends to a well-
defined homomorphism of algebras, ρf,n : Hn(q,−q
r1+m)→ ptλHn+f(q)ptλ.
Proof: It is enough to check that ρf,n preserves the relations of the Hecke algebra of type
B. First notice that since ptλ ∈ Hf (q), it commutes with all g˜j for all j > f . From this
observation and the defining relations of Hn+f(q) it follows that we only need to check the
relations involving ρf,n(t). For relations (H5) and (H6), (see pg. 7), notice that ptλ commutes
with the full-twist ∆2f+1, ∆
−2
f and with g˜f+1. Thus these two relations will hold by the proof
of Prop. 1.2.
It remains to be shown that ρf,n(t) has two eigenvalues: −1 and Q = −q
r1+m. In
particular, we want to show that ρf,n(t) acts by a scalar on two irreducible modules of
Hf+1(q) and by 0 on all others. Since λ is rectangular this means that there are only two
partitions of f + 1 containing it.
By lemma 3.1 we have that the full-twist, ∆2f+1, acts by the scalar αβ (resp. αγ) on the
irreducible module indexed by β (resp. γ). Also ∆−2f acts by α
−1
λ on the irreducible modules
of Hf+1(q) which are indexed by Young diagrams which contain λ. Therefore, we have that
∆−2f ∆
2
f+1 acts by αβα
−1
λ on the module Vβ and by αγα
−1
λ on the module Vγ. Therefore, we
have that −αλ
αγ
ptλ∆
−2
f ∆
2
f+1 acts by −1 on Vγ and by −
αβ
αγ
on Vβ, and by zero on all other
modules, since ptλ kills all modules which do not contain λ.
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In order to determine the constant −
αβ
αγ
we only need to substitute the partitions β =
[m+ 1, mr1−1] and γ = [mr1 , 1] in the formula given in lemma 3.1. Thus we obtain
−
αβ
αγ
= −q−
∑
i<j(βi+1)βj+
∑
i<j(γi+1)γj = −qr1+m.
This concludes this proof. 
The following figure gives a pictorial definition of the homomorphism ρf,n defined in the
previous lemma.
✟✟
✟
❍
❍
q q q
1 2 n
✲ρf,n
ptλ
1
q q q
f
ptλ
✥✥✥
✥✥
❍
❍
f+1 f+2
q q q
f+n 1
q q q
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊❊
i
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆✆
i+1
q q q
n
✲ρf,n
ptλ
1
q q q
f
ptλ
f+1
q q q
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊
❊❊
f+i
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆
✆✆
f+i+1
q q q
f+n
Figure 6
We have shown that ρf,n is a homomorphism. In the remainder of this section we will
show that it is onto. In particular, we will show that the irreducible representations of the
reduced algebra are also irreducible representations of Hn(q,−q
r1+m).
Notice that for µ ⊢ n+ f there is a 1-1 correspondence between standard skew tableaux
of shape µ/λ and tableaux tµ which contain tλ. For this reason we denote by Tµ/λ the set
of standard tableaux which contain tλ. Notice that the order of Tµ/λ is equal to the number
of standard skew tableaux of shape µ/λ. For our choice of m, i.e. m > n, we have that µ/λ
will consist of two parts which can be interpreted as a double partition, say (δ, γ). In this
case, the order of Tµ/λ is
(
n
|δ|
)
f δf γ, where f γ is the number of standard tableaux of shape γ;
this formula is given by Hoefsmit in [H].
Define Vµ/λ as the complex vector space with orthonormal basis {vtµ | t
µ ∈ Tµ/λ}. Notice
that Vµ/λ is a subspace of Vµ and ptλVµ = Vµ/λ, where Vµ has basis indexed by standard
tableaux of shape µ.
Observation: Let µ ⊢ n + f and Vµ be an irreducible Hn+f(q) module. Then ptλVµ is an
irreducible ptλHn+f(q)ptλ module.
This observation implies that there is a set of irreducible representations of ptλHn+f(q)ptλ
indexed by Young diagrams with n+ f boxes, which contain λ. It follows from equation (9)
that
ptλVµ
∣∣∣
p
tλ
Hn+f−1(q)ptλ
∼=
⊕
λ⊂µ′⊂µ
Vµ′/λ (10)
where µ′ has n + f − 1 boxes and ptλVµ′ = Vµ′/λ.
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We let zµ denote the minimal central idempotents of Hn+f(q), and zµ/λ denote the min-
imal central idempotents of ptλHn+f(q)ptλ . Notice that zµ/λ has rank equal to the number
of skew standard tableaux of shape µ/λ.
Theorem 3.3 Let f, n be as in Lemma 3.2 and assume that q is not a root of unity. Then
ρf,n as defined in Lemma 3.2 is an onto homomorphism.
Proof: In Lemma 3.2 we showed that ρf,n is a homomorphism. Thus it only remains to show
that it is onto. The proof is by induction on n. For n = 1, we have ρf,1 : H1(q,−q
r1+m) →
ptλHf+1(q)ptλ . Since λ ⊢ f is a rectangular diagram there are only two Young diagrams with
f +1 boxes which contain λ, i.e. [m+1, mr1−1] and [mr1 , 1]. As we showed in Lemma 3.2 the
action of ρf,1(t) on the representation indexed by [m + 1, m
r1−1] (resp. [mr1 , 1]) is −qr1+m
(resp. −1). And both representations are 1 dimensional.
The algebra H1(q,−q
r1+m) has two irreducible representations indexed by ([1], ∅) and
(∅, [1]). Both of these representations are 1 dimensional and t ∈ H1(q,−q
r1+m) acts by a
scalar on these representations. The action of t on V([1],∅) (resp. V(∅,[1])) is −q
r1+m (resp. −1).
Since q is not a root of unity, these representations are irreducible and nonequivalent. This
shows that π([1],∅) ∼= π[m+1,mr1−1] and π(∅,[1]) ∼= π[mr1 ,1].
Assume that for n > 1 we have ρf,n is onto. Then for all µ containing λ, Vµ/λ is an
irreducible Hn+1(q,−q
r1+m), and Vµ/λ
∣∣∣
Hn(q,−qr1+m)
∼=
⊕
λ⊂µ′⊂µ Vµ′/λ, as in equation (10).
The remainder of this proof is similar to the proof of irreducibility of modules of the
Hecke algebra of type A in [W1], Theorem 2.2.
Let µ ⊢ n + f + 1 be as described above. By the induction assumption, Hn(q,−q
r1+m)
is a semisimple algebra with minimal central idempotents zµ′/λ. Let 0 6= W ⊂ Vµ/λ be an
Hn+1(q,−q
r1+m) module. But Vµ/λ decomposes as an Hn(q,−q
r1+m) module into the direct
sum of irreducible modules Vµ′/λ since ρf,n is onto ptλHn+f(q)ptλ . Thus, there exists a µ
′ ⊢
n + f such that Vµ′/λ ⊂ W . Let µ˜
′ 6= µ′ be another Young diagram with n + f boxes
such that λ ⊂ µ˜′ ⊂ µ. There is exactly one µ′′ ⊢ n + f − 1 contained in both µ′ and µ˜′
such that µ′′ contains λ. Let tµ ∈ Tµ/λ be such that (t
µ)′ ∈ Tµ′/λ and (t
µ)′′ ∈ Tµ′′/λ. Then
(g˜n+f(t
µ))′ ∈ Tµ˜′/λ and therefore
πµ(zµ˜′/λ)πµ(g˜n+f)vtµ = cdvg˜n+f (tµ) ∈ Vµ˜′/λ
where d is the axial distance in tµ between n+f and n+f +1. Since q is not a root of unity
then cd is well-defined and nonzero. Hence the irreducible Hn(q,−q
r1+m) module, Vµ˜′/λ, is
contained in W. But µ˜′ was arbitrary, therefore W ⊃
⊕
µ′⊂µ Vµ′ .
Next we show that the Vµ/λ are mutually nonisomorphic Hn+1(q,−q
r1+m) modules. As
we observed above this is true for n = 1. For n = 2 there are five irreducible modules; 4 are
one dimensional and 1 is two dimensional. We must check that the one dimensional modules
are nonequivalent. By the definition of the action of t and g˜f+1 we have that t acts by
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−qr1+m on V[m+2,mr1−1] and V[m+1,m+1,mr1−2]. But g˜f+1 acts by q on V[m+2,mr1−1] and by −1 on
V[m+1,m+1,mr1−2]. In a similar way we can show that V[mr1 ,2] and V[mr1 ,12] are nonequivalent.
And since t acts by −1 on these last two modules, we have that they are nonequivalent to
the former two. If n > 2 and µ and µ˜ are two distinct partitions of n+f+1 which contain λ,
then there exists a µ′ ⊃ λ such that µ′ ⊂ µ but µ′ 6⊂ µ˜. The proof of this fact is found in [W1]
Lemma 2.11. We would also like to remark that restricting to Young diagrams containing λ
does not affect the result. Hence, Vµ/λ and Vµ˜/λ differ already as Hn(q,−q
r1+m) modules. 
Remark: Notice that this theorem formalizes the idea we indicated in Section 1 about
associating pairs of Young diagrams (α, β) with one Young diagram where we adjoin the
m× r1 rectangle, see Figure 2.
It is well-known that there exits a duality between the quantum group Uq(sl(r)) and the
Hecke algebra of type A. This duality is the quantum analogue of the Schur-Weyl duality
between the general linear group, GL(n), and the symmetric group, Sn, (see [D], [Ji1], and
[Ji2]).
The following is an easy Corollary of Theorem 3.3.
Corollary 3.4 The action of the specialized Hecke algebra of type B, Hn(q,−q
r1+m) and the
diagonal action of Uq(sl(r)) on Vλ ⊗ V
⊗n have the double centralizing property in End(Vλ ⊗
V ⊗n).
The proof of this corollary follows immeditely from the duality between Uq(sl(r)) and the
Hecke algebra of type A.
Remark: To relate the above to the literature we make the following remark. However,
this remark will not be used in the sequel. For definitions we refer the reader to [Ji1].
The results of this section imply that there is an R-matrix representation ofHn(q,−q
r1+m)
on Vλ⊗V
⊗n, where V is the fundamental module of Uq(sl(r)) and Vλ is the irreducible module
corresponding to λ. In this R-matrix representation t acts on Vλ⊗ V = Vβ ⊕ Vγ (γ and β as
defined above) as a scalar. And gi → Ri is given by the same R-matrices as for the Hecke
algebra of type A where Ri acts on the i-th and i+ 1 copies of V .
4 Markov Traces on the Hecke Algebra of type B
In this section we give the necessary background on Markov traces. We refer the reader to
[GL] or [G] for the details.
A trace function on H∞(q, Q) is a C(q, Q)-linear map φ : H∞(q, Q) −→ C(q, Q) such that
φ(hh′) = φ(h′h) for all h, h′ ∈ H∞(q, Q). This definition is in fact valid for any associative
algebra over a commutative ground ring. In the case of the group algebra it is clear that
every trace function is constant on the conjugacy classes of the underlying group. Notice
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that φ(hh′)− φ(h′h) = 0; this means that φ(hh′ − h′h) = φ([h, h′]) = 0, which implies that
the commutators are in the kernel of a trace function in an algebra.
The weights we are going to give in this paper correspond to a trace that satisfies the
following definition.
Definition: Let z ∈ C(q, Q) and tr : H∞(q, Q) −→ C(q, Q) be an C(q, Q)-linear map.
Then tr is called a Markov trace (with parameter z) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) tr is a trace function on H∞(q, Q);
(2) tr(1) = 1 (normalization);
(3) tr(hgn) = ztr(h) for all n ≥ 1 and h ∈ Hn(q, Q).
The name of these traces comes from their invariance under the Markov moves for closed
braids. Remember that the Hecke Algebra is a quotient of the braid group. We note that all
generators gi (for i = 1, 2, . . . ) are conjugate in H∞(q, Q). In particular, any trace function
on H∞(q, Q) must have the same value on these elements. This explains why the parameter
z is independent of n in rule (3) of this definition.
Geck and Pfeiffer in [GP] showed that a trace function on the Hecke algebra is uniquely
determined by its value on basis elements corresponding to representatives of minimal length
in the various conjugacy classes of the underlying Coxeter group. Also representatives of min-
imal length in the classes of Coxeter groups of classical types are of the form d1 . . . dn, where
di is a distinguished double coset representative of the Hi(q, Q) with respect to Hi−1(q, Q).
Let tr be a Markov trace with parameter z, and let di ∈ Di for i = 1, . . . , n. Then
tr(d1 . . . dn) = z
atr(t′0t
′
1 . . . t
′
b−1)
where a is the number of factors d′i which are equal to gi−1 and b is the number of factors
which are equal to t′i−1. Thus, tr is uniquely determined by its parameter z and the values
on the elements in the set {t′0t
′
1 . . . t
′
i−1 | i = 1, 2, . . . }.
Conversely, given z, y1, y2, . . . ∈ C(q, Q) then there exist a unique Markov trace on
H∞(q, Q) such that tr(t
′
0t
′
1 . . . t
′
k−1) = yk for all k ≥ 1. For details on these results see [GL],
Theorem 4.3.
We are particularly interested in the special case when yi = y
i for all i ∈ N, this is the case
when there is only two parameters. In this case, we have that if di is a distinguished double
coset representative then tr(dix) = ξtr(x) where ξ = y or z. The proof of the following
proposition is found in [GL].
Proposition 4.1 Let z, y ∈ C(q, Q) and tr : H∞(q, Q) −→ C(q, Q) be a Markov trace with
parameter z such that tr(t
′
0t
′
1 . . . t
′
k−1) = y
k for all k ≥ 1 then
tr(ht
′
n,0) = ytr(h) for all n ≥ 0 and h ∈ Hn(q, Q)
where t′n,0 = gn . . . g1tg
−1
1 . . . g
−1
n or g
−1
n . . . g
−1
1 tg1 . . . gn.
We point out that the converse is also true. A proof of the existence of such traces for
every z ∈ C is given in [GL]. We will compute the weight vectors for this Markov trace on
Hn(q, Q).
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5 The Weight Formula
In this section we define for every pair of partitions, (α, β), a rational function in q and Q,
W(α,β)(q, Q). We will show that this function is a weight for the Markov trace defined by
Geck and Lambropolou [GL] for the Hecke algebra of type B. If we denote the weights by
ω(α,β) then the Markov trace, tr, can be written as follows:
tr(x) =
∑
(α,β)⊢n
ω(α,β)χ
(α,β)(x), (11)
where x ∈ Hn(q, Q) and χ
(α,β) is the character (the usual trace) of the irreducible represen-
tation of Hn(q, Q) indexed by (α, β).
First we define a rational function in q and Q for any arbitrary double partition (α, β)
such that l(α) ≤ r1 and l(β) ≤ r2. If l(α) = s < r1 then αi = 0 for i = s+1, . . . r1, similarly
for β. Let r = r1 + r2.
W(α,β)(q, Q) = q
n(α)+n(β)(
1− q
1− qr
)|α|+|β|
∏
1≤i<j≤r1
1− qαi−αj+j−i
1− qj−i
∏
1≤i<j≤r2
1− qβi−βj+j−i
1− qj−i
×
r1∏
i=1
r2∏
j=1
Qqαi−i + qβj−j
Qq−i + q−j
(12)
Notice that this function can be expressed as a product of Schur functions
W(α,β)(q, Q) = q
r1|β|
sα(1, q, . . . , q
r1−1)sβ(1, q, . . . , q
r2−1)
s[1](1, q, . . . , qr1+r2−1)|α|+|β|
r1∏
i=1
r2∏
j=1
(1 +Qqαi−βj+j−i)
(1 +Qqj−i)
.
(13)
Recall that sα(1, q, . . . , q
r1−1) =
∏
1≤i<j≤r1
1−qαi−αj+j−i
1−qj−i
is the symmetric Schur function de-
fined in Section 1, see equation (1).
Observation: Let 1−r1 ≤ s ≤ r2−1. Assume that q is not a root of unity and Q 6= −q
−s.
Then W(α,β)(q, Q) is an analytic rational function.
The rectangular Young diagram with r rows which has m boxes in the first r1 rows and
0 boxes in the remaining rows, i.e. [mr1 ], has Schur function given by
s[mr1 ],r(q) =
qmr1(r1−1)/2
∏r1
i=1
∏r2
j=1
1−qm+r1+j−i
1−qr1+j−i
s[1](1, q, . . . , qr−1)mr1
.
We are going to assume that for fixed integer n andm, r1 ∈ N, we have m > n and r1 > n.
Then for any double partition of n, (α, β), we have µ = [m+α1, . . . , m+ αr1, β1, . . . , βr2] is
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a partition of n+mr1. Then by equation (3) from Section 1 we have the following equation
sµ,r(q)
s[mr1 ],r(q)
= qr1|β|
sα(1, q, . . . , q
r1−1)sβ(1, q, . . . q
r2−1)
s[1](1, q, . . . , qr)|α|+|β|
r1∏
i=1
r2∏
j=1
1− qm+r1+αi−βj+j−i
1− qm+r1+j−i
.
Observe that we have the following equality:
sµ,r(q)
s[mr1 ],r(q)
= W(α,β)(q,−q
r1+m). (14)
Notice that W(α,β)(q,−q
r1+m) is well-defined since r1 +m > r1, and as we observed before
W(α,β)(q, Q) is undefined for Q = −q
−s where 1 − r1 < s < r2 − 1. So W(α,β)(q,−q
r1+m) is
an analytic rational function.
Lemma 5.1
W(α,β)(q, Q) =
∑
(α,β)⊂(γ,η)
W(γ,η)(q, Q)
where (α, β) ⊂ (γ, η) means that (γ, η) is obtained by adding one box to (α, β).
Proof: Assume µ = [m+ α1, . . . , m+ αr1, β1, . . . , βr2]. By the Littlewood-Richardson rule
for Schur functions (see [M]) we have the following:
s[1],rsµ,r =
∑
µ⊂ν,
|ν|=|µ|+1
sν,r
where s[1],r(q) = 1. Now divide both sides of this equation by s[mr1 ],r(q) and we get by
equation (14).
W(α,β)(q,−q
r1+m) =
∑
(α,β)⊂(γ,η)
W(γ,η)(q,−q
r1+m). (15)
Since W(α,β)(q, Q) is an analytic rational function and the above equation holds for all Q =
−qr1+m, thus we have that
W(α,β)(q, Q) =
∑
(α,β)⊂(γ,η)
W(γ,η)(q, Q). (16)
holds for all values of Q.
In [W1] Wenzl showed that the weights of the Markov trace (with parameter z = qr (1−q)
(1−qr)
)
on the Hecke algebra of type A are given by the symmetric Schur function sµ,r(q) as described
in Section 1.
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Let λ = [mr1 ] ⊢ f . Since we assumed that m > n and r1 > n, then we have that
for all µ ⊢ n + f we have that µ/λ can be interpreted as a double partition (α, β) of n.
Now we fix tλ a standard tableau of shape λ. Then the reduced algebra ptλHn+f(q)ptλ has
ptλ as the identity. The Markov trace for the reduced algebra is given by the renormalized
Markov trace of Hn+f(q). By renormalization we mean that we must divide the trace by the
trace of the identity, i.e. tr(ptλ) = sλ,r(q). Therefore, we have that
sµ,r(q)
sλ,r(q)
are the weights
of ptλHn+f(q)ptλ . Notice that this implies that W(α,β)(q, Q) reduce to the weights for the
reduced algebra when Q = −qr1+m.
Lemma 5.2 Let gn−1 ∈ Hn(q, Q), z =
qr(1−q)
(1−qr)
and W(α,β)(q, Q) as defined in equation (12).
Then for any x ∈ Hn(q, Q)
tr(x) =
∑
(α,β)⊢n
W(α,β)(q, Q)χ
(α,β)(x) (17)
defines a well-defined trace which satisfies the Markov property, i.e. tr(hgn−1) = ztr(h),
where h ∈ Hn−1(q, Q).
Proof: It is clear that tr is indeed a trace. We must show that it satisfies the Markov
property. We have assumed that µ/λ = (α, β), then W(α,β)(q,−q
r1+m) = sµ,r(q)
sλ,r(q)
. We also
have that χµ/λ = χ(α,β)
∣∣∣
Q=−qr1+m
since we have shown in section 3 that Vµ/λ is an irreducible
module of Hn(q,−q
r1+m). Then we have
∑
µ⊢n+f
sµ,r(q)
sλ,r(q)
χµ/λ(x) =
∑
(α,β)⊢n
W(α,β)(q,−q
r1+m)χ(α,β)(x)
defines a Markov trace for the reduced algebra ptλHn+f(q)ptλ with parameter z =
qr(1−q)
(1−qr)
. But
in Theorem 3.3 we showed that ρf,n : Hn(q,−q
r1+m) → ptλHn+f(q)ptλ is an onto homomor-
phism. In particular we showed that the irreducible modules of ptλHn+f(q)ptλ are irreducible
modules for Hn(q,−q
r1+m). Therefore, we have that the above equation also defines a trace
which satisfies the Markov property for Hn(q,−q
r1+m). We know thatW(α,β)(q, Q) and χ
(α,β)
are analytic functions; thus by the identity theorem in complex analysis, since the weights
work for all Q = −qr1+m, they must work for all Q. 
Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 imply that the function W(α,β)(q, Q) defined in equation (12)
is a weight function for a Markov trace with parameter z = qr(1 − q)/(1 − qr). In Section
4 we noted that a Markov trace on the Hecke algebra of type B is uniquely determined by
a parameter z and by the values on the set {t′0t
′
1 . . . t
′
k−1 | k ≥ 1}. Therefore, we must still
compute the values of the tr on this set in order to completely determine this trace. To
compute these values, we need the following definitions.
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Let A ⊂ B be a pair of semisimple finite algebras. Given a trace, tr, nondegenerate on
both A and B, the conditional expectation EA : B → A is defined by setting EA(b) to be the
unique element of A such that
tr(EA(b)a) = tr(ba) for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B
EA is well-defined and unique.
Let B be represented via left multiplication on itself, where we write L2(B, tr) to denote
the representation space B to distinguish it from the algebra B. We use bξ to denote the
elements in L2(B, tr).
One obtains from EA an idempotent eA : L
2(B, tr)→ L2(B, tr) defined by eAbξ = EA(b)ξ.
The idempotent eA can be thought of as an orthogonal projection onto A with respect to
the bilinear form (bξ, cξ) → tr(bc). The algebra 〈B, eA〉 generated by B, acting via left
multiplication on L2(B, tr), and by the idempotent eA is called the Jones basic construction
for A ⊂ B. For the proof of the following results see [J1].
Theorem 5.3 Let A, B, EA, eA, and tr be as defined above. Then
(a) The algebra 〈B, eA〉 is isomorphic to the centralizer EndAB of A acting by left mul-
tiplication on B. In particular, it is semisimple.
(b) There is a 1-1 correspondence between the simple components of A and EndAB such
that if p ∈ Ai is a minimal idempotent, peA is a minimal idempotent of 〈B, eA〉i.
(c) eAbeA = EA(b)eA for all b ∈ B.
In our case we have the pair of semisimple algebrasHn+f−1(q) ⊂ Hn+f(q). The corresponding
orthogonal projection is p[1r ], where r is the length of the partitions indexing the irreducible
representations. It might also be helpful to keep the following figure in mind, since it clearly
shows the veracity of the next lemma.
ptλ
✭✭✭✭
✭✭✭✭✭
❍
f
ptλ
f+1
q q q
f+n-1
❳❳❳❳
q q q
p[1r ]
f+n
q q q
f+n+r-1
=
p[1r ]
h
1 2
p[1r]
1 2
q q q
r-1 r
p[1r]
ptλ
r+1
q q q
r+f
PP
❍
✭✭✭✭
✭
ptλ
r+f+1
q q q
h
r+f+n-1
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Before stating the next lemma, we would like to define a tensor product of Hecke algebras
given in [GW] by Goodman and Wenzl. We have Hn(q) ⊗ Hm(q) ⊂ Hn+m(q) defined by
a ⊗ b = a(shiftn(b)) for a ∈ Hn(q) and b ∈ Hm(q), where shiftn is the operator which
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sends gi to gi+n for all i. In particular, this tensor product allows us to multiply minimal
idempotents using the generalized Littlewood-Richardson rule in [GW]. Denote by 1n the
identity in Hn(q).
Lemma 5.4 A Markov trace on the Hecke Algebra of type A induces a Markov trace on
the Hecke algebra of type B, which satisfies the condition that tr(t′nx) = ytr(x), where x ∈
Hn(q, Q). In particular, this implies that yk = y
k for all k ∈ N.
Proof: Let tr be a Markov trace for Hn+f(q) and trp
tλ
be the Markov trace corresponding
to the reduced algebra. We have shown that the weights for the reduced algebra define a
Markov trace for Hn(q,−q
r1+m).
Assume that EHn+f−1(q) : Hn+f(q) → Hn+f−1(q) is the unique conditional expectation
with respect to the Markov trace defined by the weight function. Thus, EHn+f−1(q)(g˜n+fh) =
zh for all h ∈ Hn+f−1(q) and z = q
r (1−q)
(1−qr)
.
We denote the image of t′n under the homomorphism ρn+f by ptλτn+f . Consider the ele-
ment ptλτn+fh where h ∈ Hn+f−1(q). We would like to compute the conditional expectation
of ptλτn+fh. Observe that
EHn+f−1(q)(ptλτn+fh) = EHn+f−1(q)(ptλτn+f)h.
Therefore it suffices to compute the conditional expectation for ptλτn+f . Consider the fol-
lowing
(ptλ ⊗ 1n−1 ⊗ p[1r])(τn+f ⊗ 1r−1)(ptλ ⊗ 1n−1 ⊗ p[1r])(h⊗ 1r)
The above expresion is equal to the left hand side of the following equation (see figure 7).
[((p[1r ] ⊗ ptλ)(1r−1 ⊗ τn+f )(p[1r] ⊗ ptλ))⊗ 1n−1](1r ⊗ h) = (const)(p[1r ] ⊗ ptλ ⊗ 1n−1)(1r ⊗ h)
Since we are restricted to r rows we have by the generalization of the Littlewood-Richardson
rule, see [GW], that p[1r ] ⊗ ptλ is a minimal idempotent. But Theorem 5.3 (c) implies that
(const)ptλ = EHn+f−1(q)(τn+fptλ). Thus,
trp
tλ
(τn+fh) = (const)trp
tλ
(h).
This implies that we have a Markov trace with the property tr(t′nh) = (const)tr(h) for all
h ∈ Hn+f−1(q). But this trace is also a trace for Hn(q,−q
r1+m). Since the above property
holds for all Q = −qr1+m, then it must hold for all Q. Thus our assertion is proved. 
Theorem 5.5 If tr is a Markov trace on the Hecke algebra of type B, with parameter z =
qr(1− q)/(1− qr1+r2), such that tr(t′0t
′
1 . . . , t
′
k−1) = y
k for k ≥ 1. Then the weights are given
by W(α,β)(q, Q) as defined in equation (12) with y = (q
r2Q+ 1)(1− qr1)/(1− qr)− 1.
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Proof: The fact that the weights define a Markov trace follows from Lemmas 5.1, 5.2
and 5.4. It remains to show that the weight formula is indeed given by this values of
y = (Qqr2 + 1)(1− qr1)/(1− qr1+r2) − 1. By Lemma 5.1 it suffices to compute tr(t) in
H1(q). This is a straight forward computation, we have W([1],∅)(q, Q) =
(1−qr1 )(1+Qqr2 )
(1−qr)(1+Q)
and
W(∅,[1])(q, Q) =
qr1 (1−qr1 )(1+Qq−r1 )
(1−qr)(1+Q)
. Also χ([1],∅)(t) = Q and χ(∅,[1])(t) = −1. Using these values
we compute
tr(t) = QW([1],∅)(q, Q)−W(∅,[1])(q, Q) =
(Qqr2 + 1)(1− qr1)
(1− qr)
− 1. 
6 Markov Trace for the Hecke algebra of type D
The easiest way to study Markov traces on the Hecke algebras of type D is by embedding
these algebras into those for type B, and then applying the results for type B.
As observed by Hoefsmit [H], in order to obtain an embedding of HDn (q) into H
B
n (q, Q) we
have to set the parameter Q equal to 1. Notice that in this case we have t2 = 1. The Hecke
algebra of type D is generated by u = tg1t, g1, . . . , gn−1 satisfying the following relations:
(D1) gigi+1gi = gi+1gigi+1 for i = 1, . . . n− 2;
(D2) gigj = gjgi whenever |i− j| ≥ 2;
(D3) g2i = (q − 1)gi + q for all i;
(D4) giu = ugi for all i;
(D5) u2 = (q − 1)u+ q.
We have HDn (q) ⊂ H
B
n (q, Q) for all n; then H
D
∞(q) =
⋃
n>1H
D
n (q) ⊂ H
B
∞(q, Q). Geck in [G]
shows that the restriction of a Markov trace on HB∞(q, Q) is a Markov trace on H
D
∞(q) and
both have the same parameter. Furthermore, he shows that every Markov trace on HD∞(q)
can be obtained in this way.
From Hoefsmit [H] we know that the simple components for HDn (q) are indexed by double
partitions (α, β). If α 6= β we have that the HBn (q, Q)-modules V(α,β) and V(β,α) are simple,
equivalent HDn (q)-modules. And if α = β we have that the H
B
n (q, Q)-module V(α,α) decom-
poses into two simple nonequivalent HDn (q)-modules, i.e. V(α,α)i with i = 1, 2. Using Bratteli
diagrams we have the following relations for simple modules of the HBn (q, Q) and H
D
n (q)
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type B
α 6= β
(α, β) (β, α)
❍❍❍❍✟✟
✟✟
(α, β)type D
α = β
(α, α)
(α, α)1
✟✟
✟✟❍❍❍❍
(α, α)2
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Proposition 6.1 The weight formula for the Markov trace on the Hecke algebra of type D
with parameters z = qr (1−q)
(1−qr)
and y = (Qq
r2+1)(1−qr1 )
(1−qr)
− 1 is given as follows:
WD(α,β)(q) =W(α,β)(q, 1) +W(α,β)(q, 1), if α 6= β
and
WD(α,α)i(q) =W(α,α)(q, 1), for i = 1, 2 if α = β
where W(α,β)(q, 1) denote the weight evaluated at Q = 1 of the Hecke algebra of type B.
Proof: The proof of this theorem follows directly from the inclusion matrix of the Hecke
algebra of type D into the Hecke algebra of type B. Recall that in order to obtain the
weight vector for the Hecke algebra of type D we multiply the inclusion matrix for HDn (q) ⊂
HBn (q, Q) with the weight vector for type B. 
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